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Computing trends …

Top 500 supercomputers: total number of processors (1993-2010)

Source: the “June lists” from www.top500.org
The culprit … many core chips. And its getting worse!

Intel SCC research chip

ATI RV770

NVIDIA Tesla C1060

IBM Cell

Source: SC09 OpenCL tutorial
Our HW future is clear:

• A modern platform has:
  - CPU(s)
  - GPU(s)
  - DSP processors
  - ... other?

• And SOC trends are putting this all onto one chip

The future belongs to heterogeneous, many core SOC as the standard building block of computing

GMCH = graphics memory control hub, ICH = Input/output control hub, SOC = system on a chip
The many core challenge

- A harsh assessment …
  - We have turned to multi-core chips not because of the success of our parallel software but because of our failure to continually increase CPU frequency.

- Result: a fundamental and dangerous (for the computer industry) mismatch
  - Parallel hardware is ubiquitous.
  - Parallel software is rare

- The Many Core challenge …
  - Parallel software must become as common as parallel hardware
  - Programmers need to make the best use of all the available resources from within a single program:
    - One program that runs close to “hand-tuned” optimal performance) on a heterogeneous platform.
Slides from 2005 ...

Leave it to computer scientists and they’ll respond to the many core challenge by creating lots of new languages ...

... and ISVs respond by running away ... choice overload is real
My optimistic view from 2005 …

We’ve learned our lesson … we emphasize a small number of industry standards

Parallel Programming API’s today
- Thread Libraries
  - Win32 API
  - POSIX threads.
- Compiler Directives
  - OpenMP - portable shared memory parallelism.
- Message Passing Libraries
  - MPI - message passing
- Coming soon … a parallel language for managed runtimes? Java or X10?

We don’t want to scare away the programmers … Only add a new API/language if we can’t get the job done by fixing an existing approach.

Third party names are the property of their owners.
But we didn’t learn our lesson
History is repeating itself!

A small sampling of models from the NEW golden age of parallel programming (2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cilk++</th>
<th>Chapel</th>
<th>Go</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CnC</td>
<td>Charm++</td>
<td>Hadoop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ct</td>
<td>ConcRT</td>
<td>mpc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYO</td>
<td>CUDA</td>
<td>UPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCCE</td>
<td>Erlang</td>
<td>PPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL</td>
<td>F#</td>
<td>X10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBB</td>
<td>Fortress</td>
<td>PLINQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We’ve lost our way and have slipped back into the “just create a new language” mentality.

Third party names are the property of their owners.
If language obsession is not the solution, what is?

- Consider an early (and successful) adopter of many core technologies …The gaming industry:

- Game development … gross generalizations:
  - Time and money: 1-3 years for 1-20 million dollars.
    - A “blockbuster” game has revenues that rival that from a major Hollywood movie.
  - Major games take teams with 50 to 100 people.
  - Only a quarter of the people are are programmers.
Many-core Coping in the gaming industry

- The key: Enforce a separation of concerns:
  - A small number (<10%) of high priced “Technology programmers” optimize the game engine modules for specific platforms (C, assembly, etc)
  - The rest of the team focuses on the art-work, the story line and putting the basic components together to get the final product “out the door”. (C++, scripting languages and frameworks)

- This is a trend reaching across the software industry …
  - Programming by importing functionality from existing modules
  - Scripting languages specialized through custom modules to increase productivity across a software team.
  - Frameworks … Partial solutions that are specialized to solve specific problems in a domain.
Modular software, frameworks and parallel computing

- As parallelism goes mainstream and reaches extreme levels of scalability … We can’t retrain all the world’s programmers to handle disruptive scalable hardware.
- Modular software development techniques and Frameworks will save the day:
  - Framework: A software platform providing partial solutions to a class of problems that can be specialized to solve a specific problem.
- This is not a new idea:
  - Cactus
  - Common Component Architecture
  - SIERRA
  - … and many others
- … we just need to push it further and deeper.

We need a systematic way to build a useful collection of frameworks for Scalable computing
Systematic framework design with patterns

- A **pattern** is a well known solution to a recurring problem ... captures expert knowledge in a form that can be peer-reviewed, refined, and passed-on to others.

- An **architecture** defines the organization and structure of a software system ... it can be defined by a hierarchical composition of **patterns**.

- A **framework** is a software environment based on an **architecture** ... a partial solution for a domain of problems that can be specialized to solve specific problems.

**Patterns → Architectures → Frameworks**
To get frameworks right ... start with an understanding of software architecture.

Joint work with Kurt Keutzer and his group at UC Berkeley.

PLPP: Pattern language of Parallel Programming.
### Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Patterns</th>
<th>Computational Patterns</th>
<th>Graphical-Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe-and-Filter</td>
<td>Graph-Algorithms</td>
<td>Finite-State-Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent-and-Repository</td>
<td>Dynamic-Programming</td>
<td>Backtrack-Branch-and-Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process-Control</td>
<td>Dense-Linear-Algebra</td>
<td>N-Body-Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-Based/Implicit-Invocation</td>
<td>Sparse-Linear-Algebra</td>
<td>Circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puppeteer</td>
<td>Unstructured-Grids</td>
<td>Spectral-Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structured-Grids</td>
<td>Monte-Carlo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Concurrent Algorithm Strategy Patterns

- Task-Parallelism
- Divide and Conquer
- Data-Parallelism
- Pipeline
- Geometric-Decomposition
- Speculation

### Implementation Strategy Patterns

- SPMD
- Data-Par/index-
- Program structure
- Fork/Join
- Actors
- Loop-Par.
- Task-Queue
- Shared-Queue
- Shared-map
- Partitioned Graph
- Distributed-Array
- Shared-Data
- Data structure

### Parallel Execution Patterns

- MIMD
- SIMD
- Thread-Pool
- Task-Graph
- Transactions

### Concurrency Foundation constructs (not expressed as patterns)

- Thread creation/destruction
- Message-Passing
- Point-To-Point-Sync. (mutual exclusion)

[http://parlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/wiki/patterns/patterns](http://parlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/wiki/patterns/patterns)
LVCSR Software Architecture

Recognition Network
- Acoustic Model
- Pronunciation Model
- Language Model

Inference Engine
- Beam Search Iterations
- Active State Computation Steps
- Task Graph
- MapReduce
- Iterative Refinement

Pipe-and-filter

LVCSR = Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition.
A Speech Framework with Extension

A WFST Based Inference Engine Framework

File Input Format
- HTK Format
- SRI Format
- Fixed Beam Width
- Adaptive Beam Width
- HMM SRI GPU ObsProb
- HMM WSJ GPU ObsProb
- CHMM SRI GPU ObsProb
- Backtrack
- Backtrack + conf. metric
- HResult format
- SRI Scoring format

Two level WFST Network
- Optimizations
- Dynamic Preload All
- Selective Preload
- Data Structures
- One level WFST Network

GPU
- Read Files
- Initialize data structures

CPU
- Phase 0
  - Iteration Control
  - Prepare ActiveSet
- Phase 1
  - Compute Observation Probability
- Phase 2
  - For each active arc:
    * Compute arc transition probability
  - Copy results back to CPU
- Collect Backtrack Info
- Backtrack
- Output Results
The Programmer’s View


Are Frameworks enough?

- Efficiency ... to support the extremely low overheads required by Amdahl's law ...
  - collapse layers of abstractions. Dynamic optimization.
- A stable, richly supported, and highly portable programming environment to make framework development practical
OpenCL: A portable hardware abstraction layer

- CPUs: Multiple cores driving performance increases
  - Multi-processor programming – e.g. OpenMP

- GPUs: Increasingly general purpose data-parallel computing
  - Improving numerical precision
  - Graphics APIs and Shading Languages

Emerging Intersection

Heterogeneous Computing

OpenCL
OpenCL Working Group

- Diverse industry participation ...  
  - HW vendors (e.g. Apple), system OEMs, middleware vendors, application developers.
- OpenCL became an important standard “on release” by virtue of the market coverage of the companies behind it.
OpenCL Platform Model

- **One Host** + one or more **Compute Devices**
  - Each Compute Device is composed of one or more **Compute Units**
    - Each Compute Unit is further divided into one or more **Processing Elements**
The BIG idea behind OpenCL

- OpenCL execution model ... define a problem domain and execute a kernel invocation for each point in the domain
  - E.g., process a $1024 \times 1024$ image: Global problem dimensions: $1024 \times 1024 = 1$ kernel execution per pixel: 1,048,576 total kernel executions

**Traditional loops**

```c
void trad_mul(int n,
    const float *a,
    const float *b,
    float *c)
{
    int i;
    for (i=0; i<n; i++)
        c[i] = a[i] * b[i];
}
```

**Data Parallel**

```c
kernel void
dp_mul(global const float *a,
    global const float *b,
    global float *c)
{
    int id = get_global_id(0);
    c[id] = a[id] * b[id];
} // execute over "n" work-items
```
An N-dimension domain of work-items

Define an N-dimensioned index space that is “best” for your algorithm

- Global Dimensions: 1024 x 1024 (whole problem space)
- Local Dimensions: 128 x 128 (work group ... executes together)

Synchronization between work-items possible only within workgroups: barriers and memory fences

Cannot synchronize outside of a workgroup
Vector Addition: Host Program

```c
// create the OpenCL context on a GPU device
cl_context = clCreateContextFromType(0,
        CL_DEVICE_TYPE_GPU, NULL, NULL, NULL);

// get the list of GPU devices associated with context
clGetContextInfo(context, CL_CONTEXT_DEVICES, 0,
        NULL, &cb);
devices = malloc(cb);
clGetContextInfo(context, CL_CONTEXT_DEVICES, cb,
        devices, NULL);

// create a command-queue
cmd_queue = clCreateCommandQueue(context,
        devices[0], 0, NULL);

// allocate the buffer memory objects
memobjs[0] = clCreateBuffer(context,
        CL_MEM_READ_ONLY | CL_MEM_COPY_HOST_PTR,
        sizeof(cl_float)*n, srcA,
        NULL);
memobjs[1] = clCreateBuffer(context, CL_MEM_READ_ONLY |
        CL_MEM_COPY_HOST_PTR, sizeof(cl_float)*n, srcB,
        NULL);
memobjs[2] = clCreateBuffer(context, CL_MEM_WRITE_ONLY,
        CL_TRUE, 0, n*sizeof(cl_float), dst, NULL);

// build the program
err = clBuildProgram(program, 0, NULL, NULL, NULL,
        NULL);

// create the kernel
kernel = clCreateKernel(program, "vec_add", NULL);

// set the args values
err = clSetKernelArg(kernel, 0, (void *)&memobjs[0],
        sizeof(cl_mem));
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel, 1, (void *)&memobjs[1],
        sizeof(cl_mem));
err |= clSetKernelArg(kernel, 2, (void *)&memobjs[2],
        sizeof(cl_mem));

// set work-item dimensions
global_work_size[0] = n;

// execute kernel
err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmd_queue, kernel, 1,
        NULL, global_work_size, NULL, 0, NULL, NULL);

// read output array
err = clEnqueueReadBuffer(cmd_queue, memobjs[2],
        CL_TRUE, 0, n*sizeof(cl_float), dst, 0, NULL, NULL);
```
## Vector Addition: Host Program

### Define platform and queues

```c
// create the OpenCL context on a GPU device
cl_context = clCreateContextFromType(0, CL_DEVICE_TYPE_GPU, NULL, NULL, NULL);
```

### Create the program

```c
// build the program
err = clBuildProgram(program, 0, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL);
```

### Define Memory objects

```c
// allocate the buffer memory objects
devs = malloc(0);
clGetContextInfo(context, CL_CONTEXT_DEVICES, 0, NULL, &cb);
devices = malloc(cb);
clGetContextInfo(context, CL_CONTEXT_DEVICES, cb, devices, NULL);
```

### Create and setup kernel

```c
// create the kernel
kernel = clCreateKernel(program, "vec_add", NULL);
```

### Set work-item dimensions

```c
// set work-item dimensions
global_work_size[0] = n;
```

### Execute the kernel

```c
// execute the kernel
try {
  err = clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmd_queue, kernel, 1, NULL, global_work_size, NULL, 0, NULL, NULL);
} catch (cl::Error e) {
  std::cerr << "Error: " << e.what() << std::endl;
}
```

### Read results on the host

```c
// read output array
err = clEnqueueReadBuffer(context, memobjs[2], CL_TRUE, 0, n*sizeof(cl_float), dst, 0, NULL, NULL);
```

It's complicated, but most of this is "boilerplate" and not as bad as it looks.
OpenCL summary

Context

Programs

Kernels

Memory Objects

Command Queues

---

__kernel void__kernel void
dp_mul(global const float *a,
global const float *b,
global float *c)
{
    int id = get_global_id(0);
    c[id] = a[id] * b[id];
}

Compile code

Create data & arguments

Send to execution

Compute Device

In Order Queue

Out of Order Queue
What should we do?

• Parallel Programming is hard … so programmers want to do it once … write once and compile to run everywhere.

• We should foster the emergence of a small number of industry standard solutions:
  – OpenMP for shared memory
  – MPI for message passing
  – OpenCL for Heterogeneous computing

• We’ve lost sight of how incredibly hard it is to create a cross-platform industry standard.

If we respect our programmers, we will keep this in mind and work to make the right standards work, and only introduce new languages as a last resort.
Conclusions

- Many core processors mean all software must be parallel.

- We can’t turn everyone into parallel algorithm experts … we have to support a separation of concerns:
  - Hardcore experts build programming frameworks … emphasize efficiency using industry standard languages.
  - Domain expert programmers assembly applications within a framework … emphasize productivity.

- But we (industry) need help ….

Industry is naturally predisposed to trap customers with proprietary languages.

This hurts us all in the long run … so please, only YOU (our “customers”) can save us … refuse ANY proprietary programming environment … demand industry standards and force industry to “do the right thing”.
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Backup slides

- Full size version of the “2005 era” slides I referenced
## A common response:
**Find A Good parallel programming model**

| Paradigm | ABCPL | ACE | ACT++ | Active messages | Adl | Adsmith | ADDAP | AFAPI | ALWAN | AM | AMDC | AppLeS | Ameoba | ARTS | Athapascan-0b | Anthora | Antomap | bb_threads | Blaze | BSP | BlockComm | C* | "C* in C" | C++ | CarlOS | Cashmere | C4 | CC++ | Chu | Charlotte | Charm | Charm++ | Cid | Cilk | CM-Fortran | Converse | Code | COOL |
|----------|-------|-----|-------|---------------|-----|----------|-------|-------|-------|----|------|--------|--------|------|---------------|--------|---------|-----------|-------|----|--------|-----|---------|------|--------|---------|-----|------|-----|---------|------|-------|-------|--------|-------|------|-----|

### Models from the golden age of parallel programming (~95)

Third party names are the property of their owners.
Choice overload: Too many options can hurt you

- The Draeger Grocery Store experiment consumer choice:
  - Two Jam-displays with coupon’s for purchase discount.
    - 24 different Jam’s
    - 6 different Jam’s
  - How many stopped by to try samples at the display?
  - Of those who “tried”, how many bought jam?

Programmers don’t need a glut of options … just give us something that works OK on every platform we care about. Give us a decent standard and we’ll do the rest.

The findings from this study show that an extensive array of options can at first seem highly appealing to consumers, yet can reduce their subsequent motivation to purchase the product.